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a b s t r a c t

Damage to structures in the human medial temporal lobe causes severe memory impairment. Animal
object recognition tests gained prominence from attempts to model ‘global’ human medial temporal lobe
amnesia, such as that observed in patient HM. These tasks, such as delayed nonmatching-to-sample and
spontaneous object recognition, for assessing object memory in non-human primates and rodents have
proved invaluable as animal models of specific aspects of human declarative memory processes. This
paper reviews research in non-human primates and rats using object recognition memory tasks to assess
the neurobiological bases of amnesia. A survey of this research reveals several important implications for
our understanding of the anatomical basis of memory and the medial temporal lobe amnesic syndrome.
First, research with monkeys and rats reveals that the contributions of medial temporal lobe structures
such as the hippocampus and perirhinal cortex to memory processes are dissociable, with particular
structures contributing to specific tasks on the basis of the specific type of information that a structure
is optimized to process. Second, the literature suggests that cognitive tasks requiring integration of dif-
ferent types of information, such as in the case of complex, multimodal declarative memory, will recruit
ippocampus
structures of the medial temporal lobe in an interactive manner. The heterogeneity of function within
the medial temporal lobe, as well as the multimodal and complex nature of human declarative mem-
ory, implies that animal tests of object recognition memory, once believed to be comprehensive models
for the study of human global amnesia, model just one important facet of human declarative memory.
Finally, in light of the research reviewed here, it is apparent that the specific nature of amnesia observed
in an individual with medial temporal lobe damage will depend on the particular medial temporal lobe

r spec
regions affected and thei

. Introduction

Systematic analysis of the mnemonic impairment of the recently
eceased neurological patient H.M. has been integral to the emer-
ence of our current understanding of the organization of human
emory (Corkin, 1984; Milner, Corkin, & Teuber, 1968; Scoville &
ilner, 1957; Squire, 2009). The pattern of spared and impaired
emory ability displayed by H.M. and other patients with sim-

lar brain damage has strongly influenced our thinking about
nemonic function and has led, in part, to the proposal that there

xist multiple forms of memory (Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1988;
quire & Zola, 1996). Findings from such patients have specif-

cally implicated a collection of brain structures in the human

edial temporal lobe (MTL) in the conscious memory for facts and
vents—what is often referred to as declarative memory (Squire

Zola-Morgan, 1988). These MTL structures include the hip-
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ific representational capacities.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

pocampus (HPC), perirhinal cortex (PRh), entorhinal cortex, and
parahippocampal cortex, and have been hypothesized to form a
unitary “memory system” specifically subserving declarative mem-
ory function (Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1991). This proposal is related
to reports that H.M., whose brain damage included parts of sev-
eral MTL structures (Corkin, Amaral, Gonzalez, Johnson, & Hyman,
1997), displayed enduring amnesia for episodic memory while
many of his “nondeclarative” memory abilities and general intellec-
tual and perceptual functions remained intact (Corkin, 1968, 1984;
Milner et al., 1968; Scoville & Milner, 1957). Indeed, the concept of a
memory taxonomy grew directly from such dissociations. It should,
however, be noted that the idea of MTL involvement in declara-
tive memory has sometimes been taken to the extreme, leading
to the common circular reasoning that any task which is sensitive
to MTL damage should be classified as a test of “declarative mem-

ory”. Indeed, the object recognition tasks that are the focus of this
review are generally soluble on the basis of familiarity judgements
and may not normally even tax advanced conscious recollective
processes. Despite this consideration, several past findings impli-
cated the hippocampus in object recognition task performance, and

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00283932
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/neuropsychologia
mailto:bwinters@uoguelph.ca
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2010.01.023
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or this reason alone, object recognition tasks have commonly been
resented as accurate means for assessing declarative memory in
nimals. Much of the research discussed in the following review
ndicates that the relationship between MTL structures and mem-
ry processes is more complicated than was once believed, and that
uch circular logic, as always, should be avoided.

Early results from patients with MTL amnesia prompted a
reat proliferation of studies investigating the role of the MTL
n learning and memory in humans and non-humans. This has
esulted in a vast literature further implicating the MTL in mem-
ry processes. Although animal research has struggled to define the
xtent to which information is consciously recalled in non-humans
Eichenbaum, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2007; Squire, Wixted, &
lark, 2007), this work has nonetheless proved highly valuable in
nabling us to make inferences regarding the building blocks of
onscious declarative memory in humans. Moreover, the system-
tic analyses afforded by the use of non-human animal subjects
as provided detailed evidence to suggest dissociable, but possi-
ly overlapping, contributions of certain MTL structures to aspects
f declarative memory function. Indeed, while it is clear that vari-
us MTL structures contribute to declarative memory, the extent to
hich they perform homogeneous or dissociable mnemonic func-

ions remains controversial. Much evidence, however, now seems
o indicate that anatomically distinct MTL regions have specific rep-
esentational roles that could be sufficient for the performance of
ertain behavioural tasks. Tasks, however, that require the integra-
ion of different types of information (e.g., visual and spatial) may
equire interaction between various MTL regions for their success-
ul performance. One major implication of this ‘representational’
ccount of MTL function is that structures such as the HPC and PRh
ay not be limited to purely declarative memory processes, but
ay also perform perceptual functions and that these perceptual

nd mnemonic functions may, in fact, not be as readily separable as
revailing theories of brain function, such as the idea of a unitary
TL memory system, would seem to suggest (Bussey & Saksida,

007; Gaffan, 2002) [see Bussey and Saksida review, in this issue].
This review will focus on non-human primate and rodent mod-

ls of human declarative memory. Specifically, we will review
iterature that grew out of researchers’ early attempts to model
uman MTL amnesia in monkeys. Arguably, the most histori-
ally influential tasks for modelling MTL amnesia are those that
est object recognition abilities. Accordingly, the emphasis of this
eview will be on animal models of object recognition memory.
esearch using object recognition tasks in non-human primates
nd rodents has revealed much about the neurobiological bases
f this type of memory and has clarified the specific roles of certain
TL structures in object memory. These findings have important

mplications for our understanding of human memory and the
ature of dysfunction associated with human amnesia.

. Non-human primate research with delayed
onmatching-to-sample: studying the role of MTL
tructures in object recognition memory

The ability to recognize that an object has been previously
ncountered is thought to be an important aspect of human declar-
tive memory, and deficits in object recognition memory are
ommonly displayed by patients with MTL brain damage (Buffalo,
eber, & Squire, 1998; Hajilou & Done, 2007; Holdstock, 2005;

rle, Kessler, Markowitsch, & Hofmann, 1987; Laatu, Revonsuo,
aykka, Portin, & Rinne, 2003; Lee, Rahman, Hodges, Sahakian,
Graham, 2003; Manns & Squire, 1999; Purdy, McMullen, &
reedman, 2002; Reed & Squire, 1997). In general, non-declarative
emory such as procedural memory for habits or skills is thought

o be acquired incrementally, whereas many forms of declarative
emory are thought to be acquired after only a single exposure to
ogia 48 (2010) 2251–2261

the to-be-remembered material. This one-trial nature of informa-
tion acquisition is a common feature of the most widely used tests
of object recognition memory in animals and, as such, these tests
provide some of our best animal models for the study of amnesia.

Following the first reports of H.M.’s impairment, researchers
began trying to develop methods to better understand the func-
tions of the structures damaged during H.M.’s surgery. An effective
animal model would allow for the conduction of controlled exper-
iments to assess the neurobiological bases of human memory
dysfunction. Specifically, localised lesions could be made to study
which aspects of H.M.’s MTL damage were responsible for his
memory disruption. In the mid-1970s two separate laboratories
published reports of non-human primates performing in a test
of object recognition memory (Gaffan, 1974; Mishkin & Delacour,
1975) that would subsequently be revealed to be sensitive to MTL
damage (Bachevalier, Parkinson, & Mishkin, 1985; Bachevalier,
Saunders, & Mishkin, 1985; Gaffan, 1974; Mahut, Zola-Morgan, &
Moss, 1982; Mishkin, 1978; Mishkin & Delacour, 1975; Saunders,
Murray, & Mishkin, 1984; Zola-Morgan & Squire, 1985). This task is
referred to as delayed nonmatching-to-sample (DNMS) and, along
with the delayed matching-to-sample (DMS) version, remains one
of the most common tests of animal memory in use today.

DNMS and DMS are tested according to the same general proce-
dure, which consists of three main stages: the sample phase, the
retention delay, and the choice phase. In the sample phase, the
subject is presented with a sample stimulus, either a ‘junk’ object
presented over a central baited food well of the Wisconsin General
Testing Apparatus (Gaffan, 1974; Mishkin & Delacour, 1975) or a
visual stimulus presented on a touchscreen monitor (e.g., Ogura &
Aigner, 1993; Parker, Eacott, & Gaffan, 1997; Parker & Gaffan, 1998).
The subject must displace the object or touch the visual stimulus for
a small reward, after which the stimulus is removed and the reten-
tion delay begins. The length of the retention delay can be varied
by the experimenter from just a few seconds to several minutes
or hours in order to assess the effects of increasing the mnemonic
demands of the task. After the retention delay, the sample stimu-
lus is presented in conjunction with a novel stimulus in the choice
phase. Depending on the specific task being used, the subject must
displace or touch either the novel stimulus (DNMS) or the sample
stimulus (DMS) for reward. Thus, the successful performance of the
task is likely based on multiple cognitive processes, for example
the proper execution of the matching or nonmatching rule and the
animal’s ability to recognize the stimulus presented in the sam-
ple phase and guide responding accordingly in the choice phase.
Several such trials typically occur in each testing session, and dif-
ferent object pairs are often used for each trial. In addition to the
introduction of variable retention delays and/or sample list lengths
(i.e., the number of to-be-remembered sample objects presented to
the subject prior to the choice phase), two manipulations that can
be used to increase memory demands, a key difference between
the versions of D(N)MS that emerged in the mid-1970s and earlier
versions (e.g., Correll & Scoville, 1965; Weinstein, 1941) was the
use of trial-unique or pseudo-trial-unique stimuli. Whereas ear-
lier D(N)MS tasks used small (e.g., two objects) stimulus sets that
were presented to the subjects repeatedly over several trials, the
more recent versions of the task employed larger stimulus sets to
eliminate or substantially reduce the number of object repetitions
across trials and sessions. This method discourages the use of alter-
native strategies for performing the task, such as the formation of
stimulus-reward associations or the use of relative recency rather
than familiarity judgements (Charles, Gaffan, & Buckley, 2004).

Moreover, the use of trial-unique or pseudo-trial-unique objects
reduces the impact of proactive interference on task performance,
which can be an important consideration when studying the effects
of brain damage on object recognition memory (Owen & Butler,
1984).
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In a seminal paper on MTL involvement in object memory,
ishkin (1978) reported that combined but not separate removal

f the amygdala and hippocampus in monkeys severely disrupted
bject recognition memory in the trial-unique DNMS task. The
onkeys with combined lesions performed similarly to controls
hen short retention delays (approximately 10 s) were interposed

etween the sample and choice phases, but their performance
lummeted when delays of 60 s or longer were used. This was in
ontrast to the relatively intact performance of monkeys with sepa-
ate removals of either the amygdala or HPC alone. This finding was
xciting because of the resemblance of the monkeys’ amnesia to the
elay-dependent nature of memory impairment seen in patients
ith MTL damage: while explicit memory is generally disrupted in

uch patients when they are asked to remember information over
xtended periods or with distraction occurring between learning
nd retrieval, patients with even rather large MTL lesions tend to
emonstrate normal short-term memory (Drachman & Arbit, 1966;
coville & Milner, 1957). Mishkin (1978) therefore suggested that
ither the amygdala or HPC was sufficient to mediate object recog-
ition memory and that the combined removal of these medial
emporal lobe structures was responsible for the delay-dependent
eficit observed in this experiment, as well as the anterograde
mnesia displayed by patient H.M and others like him. Subsequent
tudies seemed to confirm the requirement of combined amyg-
ala and HPC removal for object recognition impairment (Murray

Mishkin, 1984; Saunders et al., 1984; Zola-Morgan & Squire,
985; Zola-Morgan, Squire, & Mishkin, 1982), consistent with the
uggestion that either structure could mediate object recognition
emory.
The MTL damage sustained by patient H.M. included the

ippocampal formation (HPC, dentate gyrus, subiculum, and
ntorhinal cortex), the amygdala, and the surrounding perirhinal
nd parahippocampal cortices (Corkin et al., 1997), and the com-
ined aspiration of the HPC and amygdala in the Mishkin (1978)
tudy damaged many of the same regions. The damage to sub-
acent MTL cortical structures produced by these surgeries was
ot originally given much consideration, but later studies have

ndicated that regions other than the HPC and amygdala con-
ribute greatly to the performance of object recognition memory
asks. Early attempts to assess the behavioural effects of exten-
ive MTL damage in monkeys yielded results in the DNMS task
hat were consistent with the suggestion that combined amygdala
nd hippocampal removal disrupted object recognition memory.
hese lesions, however, included damage to surrounding cortical
egions in addition to the amygdala and HPC and were termed
+A+ lesions by Zola-Morgan, Squire and colleagues (Squire & Zola-
organ, 1988), where H refers to the HPC, A refers to the amygdala,

nd + refers to the adjacent underlying cortical areas. The same
uthors also reported that amygdala-sparing lesions of the HPC
nd surrounding cortex (the H+ lesion) were sufficient to impair
NMS performance (Mahut et al., 1982; Zola-Morgan & Squire,
986; Zola-Morgan, Squire, & Amaral, 1989b). Although the mem-
ry impairment was less severe than the deficit caused by H+A+
esions, this result indicated that damage to the amygdala was not
equired to disrupt object recognition memory. Further supporting
his assertion was the finding that selective lesions of the amyg-
aloid complex (the A lesion), sparing the cortex adjacent to the
mygdala, did not impair DNMS performance (Zola-Morgan, Squire,
Amaral, 1989), nor were monkeys with combined hippocampal

ormation and selective amygdala lesions (the H+A lesion) more
mpaired than those with H+ lesions. Thus, damage limited to the

mygdala did not disrupt object recognition memory or worsen the
mpairment caused by lesions of the HPC and surrounding cortex.
his pattern of results also suggests that the memory impairment
aused by H+A+ lesions was worse than that following H+ lesions
ecause of the additional damage to adjacent cortex in the former,
ogia 48 (2010) 2251–2261 2253

which may have included perirhinal, periamygdaloid, and anterior
entorhinal cortices.

Evidence that damage to adjacent MTL cortical areas contributed
to the object recognition deficits reported earlier was provided by
Murray and Mishkin (1986), who studied the effects of combined
perirhinal and entorhinal cortex lesions. Monkeys with rhinal cor-
tex lesions combined with either amygdala or HPC lesions were
severely impaired in the DNMS task, indicating that combined
amygdala and HPC damage was not necessary for object recognition
memory impairment. Consistent with these findings, Zola-Morgan,
Squire and colleagues found that amygdala-sparing lesions of the
HPC, anterior entorhinal cortex, and perirhinal cortex (the H++
lesion) disrupted DNMS performance to the same degree as H+A+
lesions (Zola-Morgan, Squire, Clower, & Rempel, 1993). Further-
more, these authors later reported that lesions restricted to the
perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices were sufficient to cause
DNMS deficits as large as those observed following H+A+ lesions
(Zola-Morgan, Squire, Amaral, & Suzuki, 1989). Importantly, this
result, along with the findings of Murray and Mishkin (1986), indi-
cates that damage to the perirhinal and related cortex is a crucial
factor in the severe DNMS impairment caused by the H+A+ lesion
and that serious object recognition memory deficits can result from
damage to this region even when the HPC is fully intact. Moreover,
Murray and Mishkin (1998) reported that monkeys with excito-
toxic lesions limited to the HPC and amygdala that spared adjacent
cortex were unimpaired on the DNMS task.

These findings, taken together, suggest that damage to the rhi-
nal cortex is necessary and sufficient to produce object recognition
memory impairments in monkeys. Conflicting findings, however,
were reported by two separate groups who showed that monkeys
with excitotoxic damage restricted to the hippocampal formation
were impaired on tests of recognition memory, including DNMS
(Beason-Held, Rosene, Killiany, & Moss, 1999; Zola et al., 2000).
One notable difference between these studies is that the mon-
keys in Murray and Mishkin (1998) received extensive pre-surgical
training on the recognition task, whereas subjects in the two stud-
ies reporting deficits following HPC lesions received postoperative
training only. This is a substantial procedural difference that could
explain the inconsistent results reported by these authors. For
example, animals might learn to perform the tasks using very dif-
ferent strategies depending on the MTL structures that are intact
during acquisition. Regardless of the exact explanation for the con-
flicting results, it should be noted that, in cases where HPC lesions
are reported to cause recognition memory impairments, these
deficits tend to be much milder than those produced by damage
to surrounding cortical regions. Furthermore, a consistent finding
is the absence of a positive correlation between the extent of HPC
damage and severity of impairment (Baxter & Murray, 2001). This
latter phenomenon is consistent with the idea that incomplete HPC
damage might cause indirect disruption of information processing
in other brain areas, leading to direct impairment in object recog-
nition tasks (Mishkin & Murray, 1994; Murray, Bussey, Hampton,
& Saksida, 2000).

Although controversy remains regarding the relative contribu-
tions of the HPC and other MTL cortical regions, recent work in this
area in monkeys and rats (see below) has strongly implicated the
PRh specifically in object recognition memory. Indeed, monkeys
with combined PRh and entorhinal cortical damage show signifi-
cant delay-dependent deficits in DNMS and DMS (Eacott, Gaffan,
& Murray, 1994; Meunier, Bachevalier, Mishkin, & Murray, 1993),
and studies using even more selective lesions have revealed that

damage to PRh alone is sufficient to cause severe object recogni-
tion disruption in monkeys (Buffalo et al., 1999; Horel, Pytko-Joiner,
Voytko, & Salsbury, 1987; Meunier et al., 1993). Moreover, testing in
a different object recognition task, visual paired comparison (VPC),
has yielded results consistent with the literature discussed above.
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n the VPC task, like the DNMS task, there is a familiarization phase,
ollowed after a delay by a choice phase in which the previously
iewed object is presented along with a novel object. Unlike DNMS,
owever, in VPC animals passively view visual stimuli, and recog-
ition of the familiar object is inferred when animals spend more
ime looking at the new object in the choice phase. Although the
NMS and VPC tasks probably involve different cognitive processes

elated to their distinct response requirements, previous studies
ave demonstrated that PRh damage causes robust impairments

n both of these object recognition tasks (Bachevalier, Nemanic, &
lvarado, 2002; Nemanic, Alvarado, & Bachevalier, 2004). More-
ver, HPC damage tends to produce more reliable impairments in
PC compared to DNMS performance (Bachevalier et al., 2002),
ut the deficit caused by HPC lesions in VPC are still milder than
hose produced by PRh damage (Nemanic et al., 2004). These find-
ngs further emphasize the crucial role for PRh and the apparently
econdary involvement of the HPC in object memory processing.

Thus, the data from non-human primate research are highly
uggestive of heterogeneity of function within the MTL, whereby
pecific information processing functions are mediated relatively
ndependently by certain MTL regions. Specifically, whereas the
PC and other MTL areas are clearly important for other aspects of
nemonic function (Squire, Stark, & Clark, 2004), damage to PRh

onsistently produces robust object recognition memory deficits.
ndeed, it is very likely that these structures interact in the service
f cognitive tasks requiring the integration of specific information
ypes (Bussey & Aggleton, 2002). This view implies that the quali-
ative nature of amnesia produced by MTL damage in humans will
epend on the specific MTL structures affected. The rodent studies
eviewed below further support the idea of functional specializa-
ion and cooperation between distinct MTL regions.

. Rodent object recognition studies support and extend
he findings from non-human primates

While the introduction of the DNMS paradigm for non-human
rimates was an important development for the study of the neural
ases of memory, perhaps equally important was the adaptation of
his task for use with rats. The development of several rodent ver-
ions of the DNMS task (Aggleton, 1985; Kesner, Bolland, & Dakis,
993; Mumby, Pinel, & Wood, 1990; Rothblat & Hayes, 1987) made

t possible for many more researchers to study the neurobiological
ases of object memory because of the relative availability of rats
s experimental subjects. Thus, analogous studies can be run with
uch larger numbers of subjects than is typically possible when

sing non-human primates.
Several variations of rodent DNMS have appeared in the litera-

ure, but the version most closely resembling non-human primate
NMS was developed by Mumby and colleagues (Mumby et al.,
990). This task is run in a specially designed runway apparatus,
hich contains two goal areas separated from the central start area

y guillotine doors. Rats are released from the start area into one
f the goal areas, where they must displace the sample object to
etrieve a food reward from a recessed well. The sample object is
hen removed for the duration of the variable retention interval
typically 15–600 s), at the end of which the rat is given access to
he other goal area where the sample object and a novel object are
ow located. Rats must displace the novel object to receive food
eward. The rat can then return to the central start area for the
ommencement of the next trial. This rat DNMS task is typically

un with several daily sessions consisting of many discrete trials per
ession. The object stimuli are similar in nature to the ‘junk’ objects
sed in the standard monkey version of the task and, as with the
onkey version, stimuli are usually presented in a pseudo-trial-

nique manner. Thus, large sets of objects are used, and individual
ogia 48 (2010) 2251–2261

objects are not repeated within a session, although they can recur
in later sessions. It is assumed that this procedure involves sim-
ilar recognition processes as those required by truly trial-unique
methods (Mumby, 2001), but it must be noted that responses on
trials in which objects are repeated may be mediated by recency
judgements rather than absolute familiarity.

Consistent with results from non-human primates, rats with
combined entorhinal and PRh cortex damage or inactivation were
impaired in a delay-dependent manner on the DNMS task (Barnes,
Floresco, Kornecook, & Pinel, 2000; Mumby & Pinel, 1994). More-
over, adding amygdala damage to rhinal cortex lesions did not
exacerbate the DNMS deficit (Mumby & Pinel, 1994), consistent
with the findings reviewed above that suggest minimal involve-
ment of the amygdala in object recognition memory. Bilateral
HPC damage or combined bilateral lesions of the HPC and amyg-
dala have been found to produce DNMS deficits in rats (Mumby,
Pinel, Kornecook, & Redila, 1995; Mumby et al., 1996; Mumby,
Wood, & Pinel, 1992), but these effects are considerably milder than
those seen following rhinal cortex damage, and in some cases this
impairment may be related to extrahippocampal brain dysfunction
(Mumby, 2001).

An alternative to the DNMS paradigm for rodents is the sim-
pler spontaneous object recognition (SOR) task, which is based on
the fact that normal rats will preferentially explore novel rather
than familiar objects (Ennaceur & Delacour, 1988), and which is
a rodent analogue of the primate VPC task introduced above. The
SOR task is commonly carried out in an open field arena, although
recent studies have employed a Y-shaped apparatus in attempts to
study object recognition memory while minimising the influence
of spatial or contextual factors (Forwood, Winters, & Bussey, 2005;
Winters, Forwood, Cowell, Saksida, & Bussey, 2004). Regardless of
the testing apparatus, the general procedure resembles the follow-
ing in most studies. Rats are commonly run in several SOR trials,
each of which consists of sample and choice phases separated by a
variable retention interval. The number and length of the sample
phases varies across studies, but each of these generally involves
the introduction of the rat into the testing apparatus, which con-
tains two identical junk objects. The rat is allowed to explore the
sample objects for a limited amount of time before being removed
from the apparatus. At the end of the retention interval, the rat
is reintroduced to the apparatus, which now contains a triplicate
copy of the sample object and a novel object, which the rat has
never explored. Normal rats typically explore the novel object sig-
nificantly more than the sample object in the choice phase, and this
behaviour is assumed to indicate that the sample object is familiar
to the rat.

The SOR task has become a preferred test for object recogni-
tion assessment in rodents because of the relative ease with which
data can be collected. This task requires no extensive training time
because rats perform ‘spontaneously’ on the basis of natural pref-
erence behaviour, whereas the DNMS task requires many sessions
of pretraining for the animals to learn the nonmatching rule. Thus,
any effects of neurobiological manipulations on SOR performance
can generally be interpreted in terms of effects on object memory
rather than some aspect of rule application or reference memory.
Researchers must be aware, however, of the possibility that certain
manipulations might affect rats’ natural tendency to explore novel
objects rather than their memory for the sample object. Under such
conditions, a reduction in novel object preference might be inter-
preted as a memory deficit when the animals merely no longer
display the typical novelty bias. Thus, the use of multiple retention

delays to demonstrate, for example, that the detrimental effects of
a lesion are delay-dependent, or transient inactivation techniques
to disrupt ‘offline’ processes are important considerations in the
assessment of the role of a brain region or system in SOR task
performance.
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Research using the SOR task in rats has greatly increased our
nowledge about the neural underpinnings of object recognition
emory. Indeed, lesion studies with the SOR task have supported

nd extended the findings from monkey and rat DNMS reports,
articularly those suggesting functional heterogeneity within the
TL. Rats with excitotoxic lesions of PRh or PRh plus postrhinal

ortex show delay-dependent deficits in the SOR task, but perform
ormally on allocentric spatial memory tasks such as delayed non-
atching to position, delayed spatial alternation in the t-maze, and

patial navigation in the Morris water maze (Bussey, Duck, Muir, &
ggleton, 2000; Bussey, Muir, & Aggleton, 1999; Ennaceur, Neave,
Aggleton, 1996). Prompted by findings indicating intact object

ecognition abilities in animals with HPC damage and the well-
stablished role of HPC in spatial memory, Winters et al. (2004)
redicted that a functional double dissociation could be demon-
trated between the HPC and PRh if the SOR task were run in such
manner that minimized the contribution of spatial or contextual

actors. Indeed, earlier findings had hinted at such a double disso-
iation, but these studies had looked at the effects of fornix lesions
ather than direct damage to the HPC (Bussey et al., 2000; Ennaceur
t al., 1996). Nonetheless, in general the results of these studies
ad indicated that PRh lesions disrupted SOR performance with no
ffects on spatial memory, whereas fornix lesions, which would be
xpected to disrupt HPC functioning, produced the opposite pattern
f effects.

This functional double dissociation between MTL structures was
onfirmed by Winters et al. (2004), who compared the effects of
xcitotoxic lesions of the HPC and PRh plus postrhinal cortex (PPRh)
n object recognition memory in the SOR task and allocentric spa-
ial memory in the radial arm maze. Critically, the SOR task was run
n a Y-shaped apparatus with high opaque white walls and a ceil-
ng; this apparatus was designed to prevent the influence of spatial
r contextual information on SOR task performance and thereby
inimize the possibility that the HPC would be involved in object

ncoding or retrieval. It had previously been suggested that the HPC
ight be recruited when spatial factors become relevant to task

erformance (Aggleton & Brown, 1999; Bussey & Aggleton, 2002;
assaday & Rawlins, 1997; Gaffan, 1994; Nadel, 1995; Zola et al.,
000), and we hypothesized that this could explain why hippocam-
al system damage sometimes caused memory deficits in DNMS or
OR tasks. The results supported this view and demonstrated a clear
unctional double dissociation between MTL regions, as rats with
PRh damage displayed a delay-dependent impairment in the SOR
ask and intact spatial memory, whereas the HPC-lesioned animals
ere severely impaired in the radial arm maze but performed as
ell as control rats in the SOR task with retention intervals as long

s 24 h.
Previous reports of spared object recognition function follow-

ng HPC lesions in monkeys (e.g. Murray & Mishkin, 1998) have
een criticized on the basis that these studies involved exten-
ive pretraining that might mask any impairment in the DNMS
ask (Zola et al., 2000). Although it could be argued that, if any-
hing, more extensive pretraining would only serve to minimize
ask confounds such as performance of the rule or resilience to
hanging task conditions, the Winters et al. (2004) study escapes
his completely because of the absence of pretraining involved
n the SOR task. Moreover, subsequent studies have gone on to
how further instances of intact object recognition memory fol-
owing HPC damage with longer retention intervals between the
ample and choice phases (Forwood et al., 2005), with one recent
eport demonstrating intact performance of HPC-lesioned rats fol-

owing a 3-week retention interval (Mumby, Tremblay, Lecluse,

Lehmann, 2005). In a separate study, the same group reported
hat PRh lesions significantly disrupted SOR performance with a 3-
eek retention interval using the same testing procedure (Mumby,

iterkin, Lecluse, & Lehmann, 2007). Thus, the collective findings
ogia 48 (2010) 2251–2261 2255

from rats and non-human primates imply a critical role for PRh, but
not the HPC, in object recognition memory. This pattern of results
strongly suggests that the structures comprising the putative MTL
memory system do not perform identical functions and are not even
necessarily required for all aspects of object memory processing.

Consistent with such suggestions, there is a growing body
of literature implicating MTL structures such as the PRh and
HPC in dissociable aspects of human recognition processes. This
work has focused primarily on the apparently distinctive roles
of MTL subregions in memory recollection and familiarity-based
processes. Specifically, functional imaging and neuropsychological
studies have implicated PRh and other temporal lobe cortical areas
in familiarity-based recognition processes (Bowles et al., 2007;
Montaldi, Spencer, Roberts, & Mayes, 2006; Ranganath et al., 2004),
which are thought to be relatively automatic and lacking in contex-
tual detail (Eichenbaum et al., 2007; Yonelinas, 2001). Conversely,
HPC and posterior parahippocampal cortex appear to be more
sensitive to processing involved in contextually rich recollective
aspects of recognition memory (Montaldi et al., 2006; Ranganath et
al., 2004). Such dissociations from the human literature have been
put forth to support dual-process accounts of MTL involvement in
recognition memory (Brown & Aggleton, 2001; Eichenbaum et al.,
2007), and recent elegant studies in rats have yielded findings con-
sistent with a selective role for the HPC in recollection, but not
familiarity (Fortin, Wright, & Eichenbaum, 2004; Sauvage, Fortin,
Owens, Yonelinas, & Eichenbaum, 2008). An alternative account
has, however, been proposed, which suggests that recollection and
familiarity signals are found in both the HPC and PRh and that
methods commonly used to differentiate between recollection and
familiarity actually distinguish between strong and weak memo-
ries (Squire et al., 2007). While a detailed assessment of this issue
is beyond the scope of this review, the fact that data exist from
human subjects to suggest such functional dissociations between
MTL structures further highlights the complexity and multifaceted
nature of human memory as something that must be borne in
mind when considering the results of studies attempting to model
aspects of human memory in non-human animals. Moreover, the
suggestion by some findings of a specific role for the HPC in recollec-
tive processes is highly consistent with findings from non-human
research implicating the HPC in spatial and contextual aspects of
object information processing, a topic addressed more directly in
the following section.

4. What contributions does the HPC make to object
recognition processes?

As the foregoing discussion illustrates, there is now ample evi-
dence to support an important role for PRh in object recognition
memory. Moreover, although the HPC may be involved in some
object recognition tasks, the weight of the evidence suggests that
this involvement may be related to something other than the mem-
ory for objects per se. Despite many findings suggesting a role for
the HPC in object recognition processes (Alvarez, Zola-Morgan,
& Squire, 1995; Baker & Kim, 2002; Beason-Held et al., 1999;
Broadbent, Squire, & Clark, 2004; Clark, West, Zola, & Squire, 2001;
Clark, Zola, & Squire, 2000; de Lima, Luft, Roesler, & Schroder, 2006;
Gaskin, Tremblay, & Mumby, 2003; Hammond, Tull, & Stackman,
2004; McKee & Squire, 1993; Mumby, Pinel, et al., 1995; Mumby
et al., 1992; Nemanic et al., 2004; Pascalis, Hunkin, Holdstock,
Isaac, & Mayes, 2004; Prusky, Douglas, Nelson, Shabanpoor, &

Sutherland, 2004; Rampon et al., 2000; Rossato et al., 2007; Squire,
Zola-Morgan, & Chen, 1988; Zola-Morgan, Squire, & Amaral, 1986;
Zola-Morgan, Squire, Rempel, Clower, & Amaral, 1992; Zola et al.,
2000), there have been several reports that clearly show no last-
ing or major object recognition impairments in subjects with HPC
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amage (Aggleton, Hunt, & Rawlins, 1986; Bachevalier, Saunders,
t al., 1985; Bussey et al., 2000; Cassaday & Rawlins, 1995; Duva
t al., 1997; Forwood et al., 2005; Gaffan, 1994; Jackson-Smith,
esner, & Chiba, 1993; Kesner et al., 1993; Mumby, 2001; Mumby,
askin, Glenn, Schramek, & Lehmann, 2002; Mumby, Kornecook,
ood, & Pinel, 1995; Mumby et al., 2005, 1996, 1992; Murray &
ishkin, 1998; Rawlins, Lyford, Seferiades, Deacon, & Cassaday,

993; Rothblat & Kromer, 1991; Shaw & Aggleton, 1993; Steele &
awlins, 1993; Winters et al., 2004; Yee & Rawlins, 1994) (for a
ore extensive review of this literature, see Mumby, 2001). The

quivocal nature of the literature, combined with more specific
ecent analyses (Forwood et al., 2005; Mumby, Gaskin, et al., 2002;
’Brien, Lehmann, Lecluse, & Mumby, 2006; Piterkin, Cole, Cossette,
askin, & Mumby, 2008; Winters et al., 2004), suggests that the
PC contributes to the performance of certain object recognition

asks when spatial or contextual information becomes important
Aggleton & Brown, 1999; Bussey & Aggleton, 2002; Eacott & Gaffan,
005).

The preceding discussion strongly supports the suggestion of
unctional heterogeneity within the MTL. Nonetheless, as previ-
usly noted, there is much reason to believe that the interconnected
natomical regions of the MTL normally interact in the service of
omplex memory functions. Indeed, it has been previously sug-
ested that one example of such interaction might be in cases
equiring integration of object and spatial information (Bussey

Aggleton, 2002). Bussey and colleagues reported evidence in
upport of this suggestion from a study using a variation on the
OR task that requires recognizing objects in novel spatial loca-
ions. In this task, rats explored four objects in an open field. After
he sample phase, the rats were removed from the apparatus for

retention delay, followed by a test phase in which the same
our objects were presented, but two of the objects were now in
ifferent locations. Normal rats preferentially explored the relo-
ated objects compared with the objects that had not been moved,
nd rats with either peri-plus postrhinal cortex lesions or HPC-
isrupting fornix lesions failed to show this discriminative response
Bussey et al., 2000). Similar results have been reported for rats
erforming in other variants of the SOR task that assess recogni-
ion of visuo-spatial combinations (Eacott & Gaffan, 2005; Eacott

Norman, 2004; Norman & Eacott, 2005). Specifically, rats with
ornix lesions have been found to be impaired on a putative test of
pisodic-like memory that taxes recognition of particular objects in
pecific spatial locations within a given context (Eacott & Norman,
004). Such findings are consistent with reports from rats and mon-
eys performing conditional tasks requiring similar integration of
bject and place information (Bussey, Dias, Amin, Muir, & Aggleton,
001; Gaffan & Harrison, 1989). Moreover, Gaffan and Parker (1996)
eported that lesions producing a putative disconnection between
he PRh and fornix in monkeys severely disrupted object-in-place

emory. These findings, taken with the vast literature implicating
Rh in object information processing and HPC in spatial memory
unctions, suggest that PRh provides object information, whereas
he HPC mediates spatial aspects of such tasks.

Further recent evidence in support of a role for the HPC specif-
cally in spatial or contextual aspects of object processing come
rom the work of Mumby and colleagues. In one recent study,

umby et al. (2002a) assessed the role of the HPC in SOR and
wo analogous tests of spatial and contextual memory. All three
ests were based on spontaneous preference for novel stimulus
onditions with the only difference being the nature of the stimuli
eing changed from the sample to the choice phase. Rats with HPC
esions showed normal preference for novel objects compared to
amiliar objects, but failed to show similar responses when famil-
ar objects were presented in novel locations or different contexts.
hese findings indicate that the HPC, although not important for
bject-specific memory, plays a role in memory for the spatial
ogia 48 (2010) 2251–2261

or contextual aspects of a learning episode, including where an
object was previously encountered (Mumby, Gaskin, et al., 2002;
O’Brien et al., 2006). A subsequent study replicated and extended
this finding by showing that HPC-lesioned rats selectively failed
to recognize familiar objects in changed contexts when distal con-
textual features were altered from sample to test phase, but not
when the contextual change involved only proximal, ‘local’ cues
(Piterkin et al., 2008). These results suggest that the HPC lesion-
induced impairment was not one of context representation per se,
nor a general inability to recognize familiar objects, but rather a
deficit in recognizing familiar objects when they are presented in
different contexts (O’Brien et al., 2006). Although further research
is required, these findings imply a subtle, but possibly important
role for the HPC in object information processing.

The foregoing results highlight the fact that laboratory-based
memory tasks vary in the extent to which spatial and object infor-
mation are required for their solution. Well-controlled studies of
object recognition memory have devised methods to minimize the
contribution of spatial or contextual factors to task performance,
thereby revealing the fact that the HPC is not necessary for all
aspects of object memory. Nonetheless, normal everyday episodic
memories are generally more complex than this, requiring the inte-
gration of multimodal information. It is the interaction between
MTL structures, such as that between HPC and PRh highlighted here,
which likely underlies our ability to store and recall such complex
memories. These findings together strongly support the suggestion
made earlier that MTL structures, although capable of function-
ing independently, necessarily interact in the mediation of certain
types of information processing [see Warburton and Brown, this
issue, for a comprehensive consideration of this topic]. This pat-
tern of independence and interaction within the MTL implies that
the nature of amnesia resulting from MTL damage in a given patient
will depend on the specific MTL structures affected and the normal
information processing roles of these structures.

5. The utility of transient manipulations in animal object
recognition research: memory acquisition, consolidation,
or retrieval?

Medial temporal lobe amnesia typically results from perma-
nent damage to structures such as the HPC and PRh. Studies of
patients with such damage have revealed much about the anatom-
ical basis of human memory, and animal models such as those
discussed above echo and extend these findings. The animal mod-
els of MTL amnesia discussed thus far have primarily examined
the effects of permanent MTL damage in tests of object recognition
memory. In addition to the enhanced control over the localiza-
tion of brain damage afforded by animal research, studies with
monkeys and, particularly, rats can also be done in ways that pro-
vide greatly increased temporal resolution. Transient intracranial
manipulations can be employed to study the specific phases of
memory storage that could be affected by MTL dysfunction. Indeed,
a continuing debate concerns the specific nature of the amnesic
syndrome and whether MTL damage causes deficits primarily in
memory storage or retrieval (Kopelman, 2002). Recent studies with
rats have provided insight into this issue by showing that tran-
sient disruption of PRh function can interfere with the acquisition,
consolidation, and retrieval of memory for objects.

In one recent study, temporary inactivation of PRh was induced
by intracranial infusion of the sodium channel blocker lidocaine

during the sample phase, the retention interval, or the choice phase
to assess the role of this MTL region in object memory acqui-
sition, consolidation/storage, and retrieval, respectively (Winters
& Bussey, 2005b). Intra-PRh infusions of lidocaine immediately
before the sample phase significantly impaired object recognition
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emory, a result consistent with a role for PRh in acquisition of the
bject memory. It remains unclear, however, whether this effect
hould be interpreted as an impairment in memory acquisition or
onsolidation because the action of lidocaine would be expected
o last anywhere from 10 to 20 min (Boeijinga, Mulder, Pennartz,

anshanden, & Lopes da Silva, 1993; Seamans & Phillips, 1994);
hus, PRh neuronal activity would likely be affected during the early
art of the retention delay even in the pre-sample infusion condi-
ion. Similar results implicating PRh in object memory acquisition,
owever, have been reported following more selective temporary
lockade of glutamatergic receptors in PRh during the sample phase
f the SOR task (Barker et al., 2006; Winters & Bussey, 2005a),
nd the apparent involvement of PRh in object memory acquisi-
ion is consistent with a growing body of literature implicating
Rh in object identification and perceptual representation (Bartko,
inters, Cowell, Saksida, & Bussey, 2007a; Buckley, Booth, Rolls,
Gaffan, 2001; Buckley & Gaffan, 1997; Bussey & Saksida, 2002;

ussey, Saksida, & Murray, 2002a, 2002b, 2003; Eacott, Machin, &
affan, 2001; Murray & Bussey, 1999; Murray, Bussey, & Saksida,
007; Saksida, Bussey, Buckmaster, & Murray, 2007) [see Bussey
nd Saksida review in this issue]. The possible involvement of PRh
n object memory acquisition suggests that at least part of the

nemonic deficit observed in cases of MTL amnesia may be related
o dysfunctional memory storage processes.

Consistent with this suggestion, a second finding from the
inters and Bussey (2005b) study showed that PRh inactivation
ithin the retention delay also disrupted object recognition mem-

ry. Specifically, intra-PRh lidocaine administered immediately or
p to 20 min following the end of the sample phase disrupted object
ecognition memory, whereas inactivation at 40, 60, or 80 min after
he sample phase did not cause impairments. This result is further
upported by other subsequent studies showing that blockade of
MPA or NMDA glutamate receptors immediately following the
ample phase also caused severe object recognition deficits (Abe,
shida, & Iwasaki, 2004; Winters & Bussey, 2005a). These findings
uggest that PRh function is required for maintenance and consol-
dation of the object memory for long-term storage. These studies
rovide further evidence for a memory storage capacity of MTL
tructures. In this case, there is evidence for MTL involvement in
torage processes that continue after the stimulus material is no
onger present.

Finally, Winters and Bussey (2005b) showed that PRh inacti-
ation during the choice phase also disrupted object recognition
emory performance in the SOR task, indicating a role for this
TL structure in memory retrieval. Other studies have likewise

ndicated a role for PRh in object memory retrieval processes
Hannesson, Howland, & Phillips, 2004; Mumby, Glenn, Nesbitt,

Kyriazis, 2002b; Winters & Bussey, 2005a). This is perhaps not
urprising if, as the foregoing data suggest, the sample object rep-
esentation is stored in PRh for long-term maintenance.

In all, this pattern of results suggests that certain MTL structures,
uch as PRh, are involved in multiple aspects of memory processing.
hese results have important implications for human MTL amnesia
s they suggest that the question may not be a matter of whether
torage or retrieval processes are impaired, but rather the extent to
hich all of these processes are affected by the particular pattern

f brain damage and the resultant combined effect on information
rocessing.

. Representational hierarchy in the MTL: findings with

nimal models and implications for human amnesia

The research just reviewed indicates that PRh is involved in
bject memory encoding, consolidation, and retrieval. This pattern
f findings mirrors those implicating the HPC in multiple stages of
ogia 48 (2010) 2251–2261 2257

learning and memory tasks involving spatial information process-
ing (Day, Langston, & Morris, 2003; Riedel et al., 1999). Consistent
with such results, several researchers have recently posited that
MTL structures such as the HPC and PRh contribute to particu-
lar cognitive functions on the basis of the types of information
these regions are specialized to represent (Bussey & Saksida, 2007;
Gaffan, 2002; Murray & Bussey, 1999; Murray et al., 2007; Winters
et al., 2004). So, for example, the HPC receives a great deal of highly
processed multimodal information, and this anatomical character-
istic may render it more capable of representing information about
the spatial relationships between stimuli (Eichenbaum, Otto, &
Cohen, 1994; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). This would help to explain the
role of HPC in spatial aspects of various memory tasks as reviewed
above. Furthermore, PRh has been conceptualized as an anatomical
extension of the ventral visual object processing stream (Bussey &
Saksida, 2007; Murray & Bussey, 1999; Murray et al., 2007), which
consists of several cortical regions that contain hierarchically orga-
nized visual representations (Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982). In this
view, PRh, which is located at the most rostral extent of the ven-
tral visual stream, stores representations of complex conjunctions
of features the likes of which make up ‘real world’ objects. Thus,
PRh could be expected to contribute importantly not only to object
memory, but object perception functions as well (Murray & Bussey,
1999; Murray et al., 2007). This hierarchical-representational view
is consistent with the findings reviewed above indicating that dis-
ruption of PRh function impairs object recognition memory in rats
when carried out during any of the encoding, consolidation, or stor-
age stages of the SOR task (Winters & Bussey, 2005b). Moreover,
recent human research has implicated PRh in the processing of mul-
timodal object information (Holdstock, Hocking, Notley, Devlin, &
Price, 2009; Taylor, Moss, Stamatakis, & Tyler, 2006), and several
recent findings from rats, non-human primates, and humans impli-
cate PRh and HPC in perceptual processing of object and spatial
information, respectively (Barense et al., 2005; Barense, Gaffan,
& Graham, 2007; Bartko et al., 2007a; Bartko, Winters, Cowell,
Saksida, & Bussey, 2007b; Buckley et al., 2001; Buckley & Gaffan,
1997; Bussey et al., 2002a, 2003; Eacott et al., 2001; Lee, Buckley,
et al., 2005; Lee, Bussey, et al., 2005; Saksida et al., 2007) [see Bussey
and Saksida review in this issue]. These results provide still more
support for the view that PRh is specifically involved in aspects of
object representation, whereas the HPC is important for mediating
spatial cognition.

The hierarchical-representational account of MTL function has
potentially important implications for human amnesia. Specifically,
this view, and data in support of its suggestion that certain MTL
regions may have important roles in perception and memory by
virtue of their representational capacities, may help to elucidate
the specific nature of cognitive deficits in cases of MTL amnesia.
Indeed, a longstanding focus in amnesia research concerns the
possibility that brain damage can cause increased susceptibility
to interference and that this enhanced interference can account
for observed memory deficits (Kopelman, 2002; Warrington &
Weiskrantz, 1970). This theoretical issue is closely linked to the
use of interference procedures in research addressing another
related question: is the principal deficit in amnesia one of mem-
ory storage or memory retrieval? The hierarchical-representational
account, however, suggests that these two explanations need not be
mutually exclusive. For example, the perceptual-mnemonic feature
conjunction (PMFC) model (Bussey & Saksida, 2002), which is a con-
nectionist model formalization of the hierarchical-representational
view, accounts for object memory deficits in terms of compromised

conjunctive object representations resulting from PRh damage.
According to the model, PRh damage leaves only lower level (‘fea-
ture’) representations intact, and these features alone are often
insufficient to overcome interference from similar, incidentally
encountered visual stimuli (Cowell, Bussey, & Saksida, 2006). Thus,
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n the case of PRh damage, delay-dependent object memory deficits
ould be explained in terms of compromised storage and retrieval
echanisms resulting from incomplete or absent object-level con-

unctive representations and interference from stimuli that are
erceptually similar to the task-relevant objects.

A recent study tested this hypothesis explicitly (S.J. Bartko,
.A. Cowell, B.D. Winters, L.M. Saksida, T.J. Bussey, unpublished
bservations). Rats with PRh damage were assessed for their
ensitivity to object interference in the SOR task. Animals were
xposed to a task-irrelevant object either before or after the reg-
lar sample phase in the SOR task. The nature of the interpolated
bject was also manipulated such that on some trials the object
as very similar to the sample object, whereas on other trials

here was very little perceptual similarity. Rats with PRh damage
howed enhanced susceptibility to interference, both proactively
nd retroactively, only when the interpolated object was percep-
ually similar to the to-be-remembered sample object. This finding
uggests that susceptibility to interference is likely an important
spect of MTL amnesia, and this is probably closely related to
he hierarchical nature of stimulus representation throughout the
entral visual–perirhinal–hippocampal stream (Bussey & Saksida,
007).

According to the hierarchical–representational view, the rep-
esentation of an object is distributed throughout this object
rocessing stream, with object features stored caudally and object
epresentations consisting of conjunctions of these features stored
ostrally in PRh. Thus, damage to an area such as PRh affects
nly part of the representation of an object. Furthermore, because
nly part of the object representation is disrupted following PRh
amage, the hierarchical–representational approach provides an
xplanation of increased interference in amnesia in terms of com-
ined storage and retrieval deficits. That is, damage to PRh disrupts
he encoding and storage of a conjunctive object representation
hat could normally be used to resolve feature ambiguity and inter-
erence from other similar information. The absence of this complex
epresentation leads to a retrieval deficit because the animal has
ccess only to simple feature-based information stored in more
audal regions, and these features are highly likely to be shared
etween task-relevant and interfering object stimuli. This explana-
ion is also consistent with data discussed above that show object
ecognition impairments caused by PRh disruption during encod-
ng, consolidation, or retrieval stages of the SOR task. Systematic
tudies in animals and humans will be required to determine if
imilar principles apply to other MTL regions such as the HPC, but
ecent findings suggest that this may well be the case (Lee, Buckley,
t al., 2005; Lee, Bussey, et al., 2005) [see Bussey and Saksida review
n this issue].

. Conclusion

Animal object recognition tests emerged from attempts to
odel ‘global’ human amnesia. Beginning with the introduction in

he 1970s of trial-unique versions of monkey DNMS tasks up to the
ontinued use of these and similar tasks in non-human primates
nd rodents in the present day, animal models of object amne-
ia have provided great insight into the neural bases of human
emory and amnesia. Over time, however, systematic analyses

ave indicated that object recognition impairments caused by dam-
ge to specific regions of the MTL comprise only a portion of
he amnesic syndrome often observed in brain-damaged humans.
ndeed, animal research on object recognition is no longer viewed

s an accurate means to study ‘global’ human amnesia, but rather a
pecific aspect of the amnesic syndrome. The literature reviewed in
he current article strongly supports this conceptual shift. Research
sing animal object recognition tasks such as DNMS and SOR, while
nable to provide a comprehensive understanding of the human
ogia 48 (2010) 2251–2261

amnesic syndrome, nonetheless is highly valuable in providing
animal models for the study of specific facets of human mem-
ory. Object recognition memory comprises just one aspect of the
complex and multimodal cognitive function that is human declar-
ative memory, but the ability to study such a complex process in
piecemeal fashion is one of the strengths of such animal models.
Indeed, animal research with object recognition tasks has revealed
much about the anatomical, cellular, and molecular bases of object
recognition memory (Winters, Saksida, & Bussey, 2008), and these
mechanisms likely generalize to other aspects of declarative mem-
ory processes. Perhaps one of the most important implications of
the literature reviewed herein is that the structures of the MTL
contribute to memory processes heterogeneously. Animal object
memory research has revealed that PRh plays a critical role in object
memory acquisition, storage, and retrieval, whereas the HPC is
involved in very different aspects of object processing, primarily in
terms of how objects relate to contextual and spatial information.
Such findings from animal object memory research indicate that
different aspects of the complex cognitive function of declarative
memory may be disrupted depending on the locus of brain dam-
age. This may, in fact, be the most important contribution to date of
animal research with regard to our understanding of human amne-
sia: revealing functional independence and interactivity between
MTL structures and shining a light on the possibility that these (and
other) brain regions participate in specific aspects of memory pro-
cessing not because they belong to memory-specific modules, but
rather because of the types of information they optimally represent
[see Bussey and Saksida review in this issue].
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